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The 1992-1993 school year was filled with change and growth. Bill Clinton was chosen as our country's president, the struggle towards world peace continued, and the fight against world hunger progressed. Americans remained hopeful that relief was in sight for our nation's hurting economy.

Growth at Fordham Law School was also apparent. A new, 20-story apartment complex which will house over 800 students was constructed, turning the Fordham community at Lincoln Center into a residential campus. In addition, the Law Library opened a Technology Center comprised of 34 new computer terminals for word processing and research use. The Law School also welcomed three new full-time faculty members: Professor Tracy E. Higgins, Professor Daniel Richman, and Professor lan Weinsstein.

This has been a year for global developments as well as a year for expansion within Fordham Law School. We can only look forward to future growth, prosperity, and peace for ourselves and the world in which we live.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRADUATES

Your three or four years of intensive study of “policies” and “rules” in the Hallowed Halls of Fordham:
The Best of all Law Schools —
From that Foundation of True Genius,
With “briefs” and “torts” acquired —
Our fledging legal eagles
With true justice are inspired.

Fordham Law School Graduates,
For your success we pray
As you prepare for your exams
And await Graduation Day.
Abe Lincoln would be very proud,
And quite a lot surprised:
That half the Law School Graduates —
Of young ladies is comprised.

On the twenty-third of May
In Avery Fisher Hall,
As you receive your prized diplomas,
“Good Luck,” I wish you all.
In this graduating class:
A future President?
Quite possible, I do declare:
You — to Fordham Law School — went!

We thank you John D. Feerick,
The School’s illustrious Dean —
Whose parents came from Mayo —
In the Isle of Emerald Green.
We thank you, learned Faculty —
Today, and times gone by,
Secretaries, and all the staff,
Who keep Fordham’s credit high!

—Luke Carolan